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INTRODUCTION

This then… is the representation of history. It requires a falsification of perspective. We, the
survivors, see everything from above, see everything at once, and still we do not know how it
was.
—W. G. Sebald, The Rings of Saturn

Photographic images, which were once were so magically esoteric, are now an intrinsic
part of everyday life. There is a constant, unconscious consumption of images; they are thrown
in our faces, and we look at them without a second thought. Photography’s power in capturing
moments in our histories is indisputable, but also inevitably flawed. Assumptions are made when
it comes to the medium; assumptions of objectivity and truth that do not count for the bias of the
photographer, or the bias of the viewer. These assumptions do not explain the warped effect of
freezing life at a fraction of a second. Information is left outside of frame; stories are fragmented
in their retelling.
Over time, certain historical photographs have become iconic. My interest is in those
images that depict battle, violence, and trauma; those that have political and propagandic weight.
These images are compelling and disturbing in their tragedy, their storytelling, and their
historical significance. They are coded, controversial, and inherently emotional as they depict
some of the most abhorrent acts against humanity. They are manipulated in creation, in
post-production, and they manipulate the viewer—and at this scale this manipulation matters.
What happens when these images are overshared? Is it possible to overshare them? Does the
narrative change as time progresses? How much can we really learn from the photograph itself,
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without the help of contextual captions? For the majority of us (educated Americans endowed
with the privilege of rarely witnessing violence on this scale in our lives), these photographs
become essential to our recollection of the events they depict. Our memories are contingent upon
the photographs themselves, more so than the captions that may or may not accompany them.
This is problematic when the photograph itself is flawed.
This thesis is an exploration of photography as a fallible, beautiful, complex theoretical
entity through the process of making art—contextually situated in regard to photographs of
American war and violence. Through artistic practice, I gain a greater understanding of my
country’s historical implication in war and my relationship to this implication through collective
and personal memory, so as to understand current happenings in my country more
comprehensively. Additionally, I will develop a rhetoric in order to talk about photography as a
tool for documentation and as a medium for creating.
I begin by engaging with criticism of photography throughout history to provide context
for the place my body of work occupies. I then discuss the work of three artists who explore the
themes of photography, through either appropriated photojournalistic images or photographs
created specifically for the work of art, and for the purpose of raising questions about war.
Following this, I analyze four photographs that have become iconic in the survey of America’s
history with war, Gathered together for burial after the Battle of Antietam b y Alexander
Gardner, Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima by Joe Rosenthal, Saigon Execution by Eddie Adams,
and The Hooded Man by Sergeant Ivan Frederick. Each photograph has a unique relationship to
photography theory, and each recitates a particular perspective of American war history. Finally,
I explain the process that led to my body of work, including papermaking, Photoshop
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manipulation, salt printing, and etching—it is through these processes that I explore the
questions raised throughout the research portion of this thesis. I explain how this work is
exhibited to the public, the intended reaction I wish to have from the viewer, and ultimately,
what I hope the viewer, and myself, can take away from this body of work.

4

CRITICISM

Photography replaced drawing and painting as a form of visual documentation because of
its magical immediacy, and chemical credence. It is instantaneous and reliable; a reflection of
light from a trustworthy source. What is depicted in a photograph once was right there, in front
of the camera. The artist’s hand is not present in a photograph in the same way as a painting.
There are no brushstrokes that archive the passing of time. The capturing happens in a moment
or two, and all at once. In his essay, “Photographic Ambivalence and Historical Consciousness,”
Michael Roth states, “Photographic power is the power of segmentation.”1 Segmentation
happens in all art forms; in traditional mediums, the image is segmented as it’s worked on and
formulated through the duration of the process. This segmentation is unnatural, but it has come
to be expected due to the presence of the artist. As viewers we subconsciously acknowledge that
the artist is a flawed maker of things, their product cannot be perfect. But in photography, what is
segmented is not the image, but time. Gone is the temporal process in which artists create; it is
replaced by a scientific combination of light and chemicals. Without the presence of the artist in
the image, we forget that warping occurs in the segmentation of photography, and ultimately of
time, as well.
This unacknowledged warping causes shifts in interpretation of the photograph.
Forgetting about the point of view of the creator, we take the information of the photograph at
face-value, as an objective truth that cannot be protested—the evidence is right there. But there

Roth, Michael S. "Photographic Ambivalence and Historical Consciousness." History and Theory 48, no. 4 (2009),
85.
1
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are always two interpretations happening; the interpretation of the artist as they make the picture,
and the interpretation of the viewer. Though a primary source, photographs (and any other visual
media, for that matter) are filtered through the perspective of the creator. Susan Sontag discusses
this dichotomy of photography in depth within her book Regarding the Pain of Others, published
in 2004: “This sleight of hand allows photographs to be both objective record and personal
testimony, both a faithful copy or transcription of an actual moment of reality and an
interpretation of that reality.”2 She emphasizes that both things are happening at the same time;
the photograph is a document in itself and the photographer’s intimate reaction to the experience.
Photographs have an interesting effect on memory, as well—memory as it pertains to the
individual and on a larger scale. Memories are altered by photographs. In the digital age, it can
be challenging to remember that something occurred without photographic documentation.
Having cameras in our back pockets at all times makes documenting our lives extremely
accessible, but oftentimes we depend too much on the photograph of the experience rather than
the memory itself. Memories change over time—each attempt to access a particular memory
alters it in our recollection.3 We cannot perfectly remember something, so photography steps in;
images have become synecdoches, a part that represents the whole. As our fallible memory
fades, the photograph lasts, eventually becoming our only source for the recollection. This
narrative becomes more complicated when we look at photographs that document events we
didn’t witness. Certain images, like the ones I utilize in my art practice, are circulated
consistently so that the photograph has a life of its own, separate but representative of the event it

Sontag, Susan. Regarding the Pain of Others. (London: Penguin, 2004), 26.
Sigman, Mariano. “How Does The Brain Store And Retrieve Memories?” Forbes. Forbes Magazine, September 19,
2017.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2017/09/19/how-does-the-brain-store-and-retrieve-memories/#359a40e54f99.
2
3
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depicts. “The familiarity of certain photographs builds our sense of the present and immediate
past…Photographs lay down routes of reference, and serve as totems of causes… And
photographs help construct—and revise—our sense of a more distant past…” Sontag wrote.4
These photographs give a false impression of proximity to an event, making it familiar to us but
also separate from the reality of what occurred. There is a belief that these photographs create a
collective memory that everyone can access, but this is impossible. Photographs preserve a
moment or two within a vast experience; they do not begin to illustrate an entire narrative, tell
every perspective of an event, or include every visual detail. Although photographs do have
informative qualities (they have potential to be fantastic tools for instruction), it would be
spurious to accept these photographs as factors of memory on the personal scale, let alone for a
collective of people. It is imperative to remember that any semblance of memory we receive
from these images is constructed and hardly factual—though possibly illuminating in a way that
is less conventional.
Discussions about photographs are polarizing because photography constantly blurs the
line between document and art. Douglas Crimp, an art historian and critic who contributed
greatly to postmodern theory, and the relationship of art to politics, writes of this amorphous
characteristic of photography in his essay “Appropriating Appropriation:” “…photography is too
multiple, too useful to other discourses, ever to be wholly contained within traditional definitions
of art. Photography will always exceed the institutions of art, will always participate in non-art
practices, will always threaten the insularity of art’s discourse.”5 Photographs have been used as
documents since the medium’s inception. Yet still, as documents, photographs are flawed. They
Sontag, 85.
Crimp, Douglas. “Appropriating Appropriation//1982.” In Appropriation, edited by David Evans, 189-193.
Documents of Contemporary Art. (London: Whitechapel, 2009), 191-192.
4
5
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cannot encompass all of the narrative, and without the aid of captions the historic or political
details of the image are left to guesswork. But it is also challenging for photography to be
considered an artistic object. When considering the content of the image, especially an image
that depicts the suffering of a person, it would be trivial to consider the aesthetic of the image.
But if the artistic quality of the image is remarkable—for instance, if an image is thoughtfully
composed—suddenly the conversation has morphed into aestheticizing the troubling content.
Content cannot be ignored, so do aesthetics then need to be? It is contentious for a photograph to
depict violence and also be beautiful, or even to be debated as having beauty. Sontag articulates
this issue eloquently:
Photographs tend to transform, whatever their subject; and as an image something may be
beautiful—or terrifying, or unbearable, or quite bearable—as it is not in real life.
Transforming is what art does, but photography that bears witness to the calamitous and
the reprehensible is much criticized if it seems “aesthetic”; that is, too much like art …
Photographs that depict suffering shouldn’t be beautiful … beautiful photographs drain
attention from the sobering subject and turns it toward the medium itself, thereby
compromising the picture’s status as a document. The photograph gives mixed signals.
Stop this, it urges. But it also exclaims, What a spectacle!6
Photographs remove reality from the content of the image; Sontag writes about
transformation—this is not unlike the warping discussed earlier in this chapter. Images are
displaced from reality, but claim to be representative. This becomes a slippery slope when the
reality that is being transformed— distorted—is the reality of an individual’s (or group of
individuals’) violent suffering. In this case, the stakes of misinterpretation from this inevitable
distortion are higher. Viewers are tentative to approach this uncomfortable combination, for fear
of having a false reaction. Sontag calls for tolerance in viewing these images, a willingness to

6
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accept that both characteristics exist at once, but this necessitates a graduated understanding of
emotion from the viewer.
Photography’s oscillation between document and art is troubling within the academy of
artistic interpretation because we have been conditioned to negate emotional reactions when
critiquing work. There is pressure to have the “correct” reactions; this does not always happen,
so we suppress many intuitive reflexes. There are social as well as internal repercussions if we
do not have the right reactions. And what are the right reactions? Who determines them? Sarah
Sentilles quotes John Berger in her book Draw Your Weapons, articulating common feelings
when looking at a violent photograph: “First, shock. The other’s suffering engulfs you. Then,
either despair or indignation… you know whatever you might be able to do, whatever action you
might be able to take, will be a hopelessly inadequate response to what you have just seen.”7 This
feeling of inadequacy is paralyzing: “Violence is too big.”8 Hopelessness is overwhelming,
all-consuming, and when it occurs, it becomes the only result of the photograph. To protect
yourself—because it is too late to protect those in the image—you negate any emotion to shut
out this devastating one. Becoming numb to the pain of those in the image morphs viewers into
voyeurs; solely spectators to violence. This is the easy response; the harder one would be to
continue to respond to the image, engage with it, and forget about our inadequacies.
Susie Linfield engages with a variety of photography critics in her book, The Cruel
Radiance, tracking debates regarding the medium through its evolution to contextualize her own
criticism. She diplomatically illustrates how critics have always been skeptical of photography
since its inception; Charles Baudelaire, in 1859, believed the medium’s “superior ability to

7
8

Sentilles, Sarah. Draw Your Weapons. (New York: Random House, 2017), 41
Sentilles, 41
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capture reality would destroy painting.”9 Walter Benjamin, in 1935, thought “photography’s
claim to depict an obvious, unquestionable reality was a threat to independent, dialectical
thought.”10 Roland Barthes, in 1981, “describes photographers as ‘agents of Death,’ and the
photograph as ‘flat,’ ‘platitudinous,’ ‘stupid,’ ‘without culture,’ … it ‘completely de-realizes the
human world of conflicts and desires.’”11 This skepticism has been widely accepted into
photography theory, so much so that the idea of photography possessing any semblance of truth
is apocryphal. Though their criticism has definite weight, the pendulum has swung to the other
extreme—from their perspective, there is nothing valuable to be deciphered from a photograph.
This criticism is founded upon all photography, but it comes to a head when the subjects in the
images are war, violence, and suffering. Linfield, through writing her book, attempts to repair
many of these internalized criticisms we have of photography. She engages in a new type of
criticism about photography, one that welcomes the intuitive emotional reaction that has been
suppressed within the academic world. My body of work is closely aligned with Linfield’s
perspective; an acknowledgement of, and engagement with, photography’s inherent
complexities, while still valuing the medium for what it can offer. The above criticism informs
my work, and discussion of this criticism is essential in understanding how and why my work
exists.

Linfield, Susie. The Cruel Radiance: Photography and Political Violence. (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press,
2012), 14
10
Linfield, 18
11
Ibid., 6
9
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ETHICS

Many artists have utilized photography to instigate questioning of war—photojournalists
are the most obvious of these artists—but additionally many artists have made artwork about war
without having been on location, without documenting the war itself, but by appropriating
images of war, images of suffering, that are already in existence. In photojournalism alone there
is a plethora of ethical debates: what right do the photographers have to document the pain of
others? Why did the photographer make the picture instead of stepping in to help? What are the
repercussions for the subject of the photograph in publishing these images? These moral
questions are challenging to answer because they are as subjective as the photographs
themselves, but they are still essential. These images exist, whether one believes they should or
shouldn’t. Many artists, varying in personal and political backgrounds, have chosen to make
artwork based on these images that already exist. Andy Warhol, Martha Rosler, Jeff Wall,
Miguel Aragón, An-My Lê, Noel Anderson, Jenny Holzer, and Josh Azzarella are some of the
many artists are working in this way, choosing not to make new images of suffering but instead
appropriate what is already present and transforming it into something more contemplative, or
digestible, or poignant. But doing this opens an additional can of ethical worms, supplementary
to the questions provoked by the act of taking the photographs—where is the conscientious line
of appropriation? When is it problematic, and when is it productive? As the artists take these
images outside of their typical contexts and present them to an audience in a space meant for
reflection, the focus shifts from the direct content of the image to the viewer: Are we complacent
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in this violence by looking at the images? What responsibility do we have to the subject of the
photograph? And, what is there to learn from looking? In this section of the essay, I want to look
at three artists, Martha Rosler, Jeff Wall, and Josh Azzarella, whose work poses these questions
to their viewers. These artists have influenced my personal practice by exemplifying the
seemingly insurmountable ethical decisions necessary for me to make as a creator, working with
appropriated imagery. Working in differing formats, with varying subject matter, the work of
these artists provide a matrix from which my work can build from—both in an aesthetic sense
and engaging with my research of ethics regarding the intersection of art-making and
photography.
Martha Rosler, an interdisciplinary American artist, gained recognition within the art
world during the 1960s and 1970s due to her feminist video art, most notably Semiotics of the
Kitchen, as well as her photomontages in protest of the Vietnam War, entitled House Beautiful:
Bringing the War Home (Figure 1).12 Rosler critiques the way we view images of suffering by
splicing violent war images from Life Magazine and photographs of interiors from House
Beautiful together into one, seemingly seamless image. She explains in an interview conducted
by the Getty Museum that her intention was to illustrate our tendency to compartmentalize
different types of media—that though the Vietnam War was called the living room war due to
the fact that it was widely televised, there is still a separation between what is happening there
and what is happening here.13 Rosler wanted to bridge the gap, literally bring the war into the
living room so that her viewers are forced to imagine the suffering as happening within their
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Martha Rosler: About the Artist. Accessed September 29, 2019. http://www.martharosler.net/index.html.
Rosler, Martha. “The Living Room War: A Conversation with Artist Martha Rosler.” Interview by Laura Hubber.
The Iris: Behind the Scenes at the Getty, February 16, 2017.
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homes. Rosler revisited her photomontage anti-war art practice forty years later during the Iraq
War—House Beautiful: Bringing the War Home, New Series (Figure 2). She says in the same
interview: “Yes. I did this already. What is different about what we are doing? We’re in the same
quagmire, aren’t we? That we were back then, with no end in sight. Please remember.”14 This
second edition of the work, House Beautiful: Bringing the War Home, New Series, functions
slightly differently as censorship laws prevented the War in Iraq from being at the forefront of
media as it was during the Vietnam War. The compartmentalizing has only gotten worse. The
juxtaposition within Rosler’s work is shocking; not only are there depictions of horrible violence
(typically enacted upon people of color) moved into the domestic sphere, but the interiors she
selects are decidedly wealthy, adding a disturbing imperialistic element to the context of the
images. Rosler’s work is pointedly anti-war—she utilizes the violent imagery to fight for justice
for those who are suffering, and to illustrate to the masses: Look what we are doing!
Frank Möller introduces the Looking/not Looking Dilemma in his essay of the same
name, explaining what is at stake when we look at images of suffering. He writes: “…looking
exposes him or her to unsolvable moral dilemmas but not looking does neither answer the core
question of how to respond adequately nor would it seem to be a morally acceptable position
toward the suffering and pain of others.”15 Though accurate, Möller’s ultimate intention with
putting this definition into words is to find a way to work around it—to avoid exposure to
unsolvable moral dilemma and still have appropriate responses. Martha Rosler’s work provides
an interesting angle in considering Möller’s ideas. Bringing the War Home does not absolve the
viewer from looking; instead, she forces the viewer to look at images of suffering in places they

14
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Rosler. “The Living Room War.” Interview by Laura Hubber.
Möller, Frank. "The Looking/not Looking Dilemma." Review of International Studies 35, no. 4 (2009), 788.
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wouldn’t expect them to be. For Rosler, the dilemma is what prevents images of suffering to
become vehicles for anti-war politics. To not look is a cop out, a continuation of what we have
already been doing; to look is the only way to be an active participant in protest, and personal
moral offences take the least priority.
Möller indeed does recognize the position that Rosler takes, saying at one point “not
looking would position them [the viewer] outside the realm of the political and thus deprive them
of the possibility to act politically,” but still his essay explores artists that successfully avoid this
dilemma while still participating in the conversation about photography and war.16 He cites Jeff
Wall’s Dead Troops Talk (a vision after an ambush of a Red Army Patrol, near Moqor,
Afghanistan, winter 1986) (Figure 3) as achieving this goal. Wall has created a tableau that at
first glance looks completely legitimate but is, in fact, fabricated. The subtitle explains this: “a
vision,” as in a dream, an illusion, or a phantasm. The Dead Troops are in various stages of
decomposition, gore from missing limbs and battle wounds are striking similar to Alexander
Gardner’s photographs made during the Civil War (discussed in depth in a later chapter). Only
upon closer inspection are the conversations occurring between the Troops evident—we notice
the figures are more erect than they are meant to be, the facial expressions more emotive. Wall
creates a fantastic scene, uncanny in its likeness to reality. Sontag says this work is an “antithesis
of a document,”17—Möller agrees, “[Wall’s photograph] violates photojournalism’s traditional
credo according to which war photographs should be taken by photographers on the spot and
document what ‘really’ happened.”18 Wall eliminates the unsolvable moral dilemma of looking
at images of suffering; these Troops are not suffering in the way that we would expect them to.
16

Möller, 783.
Sontag, 123.
18
Möller, 793.
17
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This fantasy is impossible, wholly unrealistic, yet speaks to a higher truth. Though obliterated,
these Troops are not paying any attention to the viewer. They do not seek for help, or validation
for their suffering. They only speak amongst themselves.
Ariella Azoulay establishes the Civil Contract of Photography in her book of the same
name, rendering the responsibility viewers have to look at photographs of suffering. “When and
where the subject of the photograph is of a person who has suffered some form of injury, a
viewing of the photograph that reconstructs the photographic situation and allows a reading of
the injury inflicted on others becomes a civic skill, not an exercise in aesthetic appreciation.”19
Azoulay validates the act of looking as a mandate of participating in citizenship, necessary in
order to operate within the world. To “reconstruct the photographic situation” is to develop a
relationship between oneself and the photograph—specifically, the injuries of the
photograph—which allows one to gain a higher understanding of the events depicted, to fulfill
her responsibility as a citizen. Then there is possibility for negotiation of “the manner in which
she and the photograph are ruled,”—or political activism.20 Azoulay is referencing
photojournalistic images in her book, but it is interesting to apply her rhetoric to forms of
non-documentary art, such as Jeff Wall’s photograph. By constructing this scene, Wall is
practicing Azoulay’s Contract, performing his civic duty. But Wall’s Troops are not concerned
with the gaze of the viewer, whereas in photojournalism the photographer’s presence, and
therefore the viewer’s, is impossible to ignore. Photojournalism holds up a mirror to the viewer,
prioritizing the presence of the viewer over the suffering of the image. Wall’s photograph
refracts this mirror; the attention remains solely on the suffering that is depicted, untainted by the

19
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Azoulay, Ariella. The Civil Contract of Photography. (New York: Zone Books, 2014), 14.
Azoulay, 14.
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privilege of the viewer’s gaze. Again, Wall’s image is revealed to be more ethically clean,
although it is a complete fabrication of the events it claims to depict.
Martha Rosler’s work introduces the power of utilizing appropriated imagery, and Jeff
Wall’s work illustrates how fiction can appear more truthful—Josh Azzarella combines aspects
of both aforementioned practices. A contemporary artist based in Louisville, Kentucky,
Azzarella is more explicit in his use of appropriated photography. Working in the digital age, his
process is completely cemented in digital photographic manipulation via programs like
Photoshop. He is fascinated by erasure—how the meaning or significance of photographs is
changed when the subject has disappeared. For instance, in Untitled #13 (AHSF) ( Figure 4),
Azzarella appropriates the infamous hooded figure photograph unintentionally released by
American soldiers at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq.21 This is an unequivocal image of torture;
this photograph, along with the rest taken at Abu Ghraib, are some of the only visual
representations of contemporary, unambiguous torture committed by U.S. soldiers. Azzarella
expertly erases the hooded figure from the photograph, leaving no traces of the incident, save the
cardboard box and the American soldier in the corner of the frame, examining a digital camera.
Azzarella writes in his concept statement, “arrogation allows me to consude, append, or create a
new memory for the viewer … I interrupt the stream of information and imagery that is
disseminated, filtered, and collected … I intend the works I produce to further alter those
collective memories.”22 His work suddenly becomes less about the actual event of the
photograph but instead about the complexities of photography itself—it causes the viewer to

21
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Azzarella Studio. Accessed September 30, 2019. http://www.joshazzarella.com/.
Ibid.
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consider their relationship to the photograph, specifically how memory is associated with the
photograph, as only through memory can they replace what has been removed.
Azzarella’s body of work is extensive; he surveys the history of photography through his
manipulation. Another photograph of his, Untitled #25 (Iwo Jima ) ( Figure 5), appropriates
Rosenthal’s Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima—
 Azzarella has removed all of the soldiers as well as
the stars and stripes, leaving a barren, obscure landscape that evokes a slight twinge of memory,
like a word that rests on the tip of a tongue. Through his erasure, he creates a world in which the
events depicted in the original photographs happened differently; American soldiers never made
it to the top of Mount Suribachi; the torture of detainees at Abu Ghraib prison never happened.
He alters our internal narrative of American history to allow us a space to contemplate that
history—what would our country look like if these events didn’t happen? Who would we be at
citizens? Azzarella utilizes fiction like Jeff Wall, but instead of creating a fantastically unrealistic
scenario, like dead people holding conversation, Azzarella’s photographs are mundane, are about
nothing, because he has removed the “punctual event” from the image.23 This empty fiction is
unironic, and much more haunting. Of course, to actually erase these events is
impossible—Azzarella doing so in his artwork doesn’t make that more of a reality—so the
ethical question here is not about the act of erasure, but instead why these horrific, poignant
events are impossible to erase.
Studying these artists, as well as critical theory of photography, helped me understand
how I wanted to engage with these ideas in my own art practice—the following chapters detail
my process in greater depth, starting with my selection of historic images.

23

Ibid.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Gathered together for burial after the Battle of Antietam, 1862
Alexander Gardner and Mathew Brady made many photographs in the aftermath of the
Battle of Antietam during the American Civil War. These images are gruesome and uncensored,
rich with detail from the eight by ten inch glass negatives and small idiosyncrasies from the
temperamental wet plate collodion process. They are haunting in a way that photographs aren’t
haunting anymore; they seem cemented in their time, unequivocally distant from our reality.
Photographic technology has progressed so efficiently in such a short period of time that these
images, made thirty or so years after the mediums invention, perpetuate the false idea that
American slavery happened a very, very, long time ago, and that the tribulations that incited the
Civil War are no longer relevant.
The photograph I chose to concentrate my efforts on was taken by Alexander Gardner of
dead Confederate soldiers awaiting burial (Figure 6), recognizable because the bodies have been
arranged in a “V” formation, receding towards the horizon line. The bodies are distended and
contorted in ways that are unnatural—limbs mesh with other limbs and heads, our harbingers of
consciousness, are difficult to distinguish among the amorphous shapes. Though this image
depicts the lifeless forms of Confederates, the side who fought to continue to enslave an entire
race of people, this image is a culmination of the brutality of the war itself, and therefore the
history of the violence against black people in the U.S. It is impossible to tell any individual
characteristics of these figures, but one may wonder if there isn’t a black body among them—as
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enslaved men were forced to serve for the Confederacy.24 There are a multitude of iconic images
depicting violence against black people—for instance the photographs of lynchings that
circulated on postcards in the early 20th century—but those images often have a double
narrative. Historically, they have been used to enforce the idea of white supremacy, by either
reaffirming “the onlooker’s sense of power or his or her sense of powerlessness,” depending on
the race of the onlooker.25 As a white person, I am very conscious of the boundaries of
appropriation—in duplicating images that publicized white rage I would preserve that sentiment,
something I obviously want to avoid. Instead, I selected the image of the dilapidated Confederate
bodies because it still represents the violence of the war, but doesn’t subjugate black bodies in
the process.
Additionally, this image as well as a couple of others taken by Brady and Gardner, are
controversial for possibly staging the bodies of the deceased soldiers to create more compelling
compositions. In these beginning days of photography, Brady and Garner, as well as other
technicians like Timothy O’Sullivan, viewed photography not unlike painting. They believed
they were making works of art, renderings that needed to be considered in all ways, including
compositionally. The historic process they used is one that necessitates great skill and patience,
to them it would have seemed like a waste of expensive materials and precious time to take an
imperfect shot. William Frassanito published his examination of two photographs taken by either
Alexander Gardner or Timothy O’Sullivan in his book Gettysburg: A Journey in Time. He
suspects that the body in Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep was moved to a more photogenic location of
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Devil’s Den, as seen in Home of a Rebel Sharpshooter. His main defense of his argument has to
do with the gun seen in the latter image: this is not a gun used by sharpshooters, and instead in
likely one of the photographer’s props.26 Alternate exposures of the Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep
show differences in the location of small objects around the body, exhibiting the utilization of
props by the photographers.27 In the photograph I utilize, it is clear that the bodies were
moved—by whom we could never know. Does knowing this is not how the bodies originally fell
change our interpretation of the image? Or is it another example of how the image itself is an
interpretation of the event, not representational of the event itself. One of the fascinating qualms
I have with this image is how aesthetically pleasing it is. The composition is expertly assembled;
it follows the principles of design perfectly. How does this change the way we are meant to view
the violence it depicts? Does the satisfying aesthetic appeal work for or against the content of the
image? Are we pleased that these Confederate soldiers are dead?

Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima, 1945
One of the most recognizable photographs of American war history is from the second
World War, Joe Rosenthal’s Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima ( Figure 7). It won a Pulitzer Prize for
Photography in 1945, the same year the image was published and it has been commemorated, on
a larger than life scale, in Arlington, Virginia as the Marine Corps War Memorial.28 The
photograph embodies the uncomplicated responsibility—to do right against wrong—the United
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States felt about getting involved in World War II. The sacrifices were worthy; the fight, though
brutal and horrid like any war, was honorable because the enemy was the purest picture of evil;
they needed to be defeated. The photograph had a massive effect on the morale of U.S. soldiers
and civilians alike. Published a mere seventeen hours after it was taken, the image reinvigorated
motivation for the war cause, allowed for justification of the split families, the rationing of
goods, the loss of lives. It served as war propaganda from its initial release, and that has not
changed in its nearly 75 year circulation.
The image itself has a magnificent aura about it. The landscape is mostly obscured by
sky, there is only a hint of far off hills in the left hand corner, and what appears to be rocky
terrain and a haphazard post fence in the foreground. The eye immediately goes to the Stars and
Stripes, then follows the pole to the Marines struggling against the wind to place the flag into the
earth. The soldiers look like they have reached the tallest peak on the planet, and the act of
securing that land for the United States symbolizes the all-reaching power of the country. When
looking at this image, it is very easy to get swept away by its grandioseness, its romanticism. But
of course, this photograph does not tell the whole story, not of the war and also not of the events
the image claims to represent.
Rosenthal photographed the second flag raising on Iwo Jima. The first was taken by
Louis Lowrey, earlier that morning. Also a beautiful photograph, it doesn’t have the same
romantic quality as Rosenthal’s; the flag is up, the marines are gathered around it, talking,
resting. There is one marine in the foreground, looking away from the group and out onto the
landscape, on guard with his gun poised, knowing that this moment cannot be one of complete
leisure. This photograph better captures the monotony of an everyday moment, with the
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appropriate acknowledgement that their mission is dangerous. In fact, three of the marines
depicted in Rosenthal’s photograph, Sergeant Michael Strank, Corporal Harlon Block, and
Private First Class Franklin Sousley, were all killed in action a few days after the photograph
was made.29 Lowrey took many other photographs that day; to look at them all illustrates a
broader picture of the day itself—but Rosenthal’s image was the one to win the Pulitzer Prize. It
is because that image abstracted the events of the day; took them out of everyday routine and
placed the soldiers, literally, on a pedestal. It made the event into fiction, a symbol that the
American public could latch onto and celebrate without having to acknowledge the other side of
the story, the harder content to grapple with. We are meant to look at this image; it became a tool
for propaganda as soon as it was published—but what do we miss by looking? What tragedies, or
other, less dramatic happenings does this photograph not tell us? Another image taken by
Lowrey seems to hint at answers to these questions. It shows an American marine holding out a
cigarette to a partially buried Japanese marine. The Japanese man’s hand is raised, so it can be
assumed that he is alive. Though we do not know the exchange that led to what this photograph
depicts, it is interesting that the helping hand the American marine offers to his opponent is a
cigarette, and not digging him out of the ground.

Saigon Execution, 1968
There are a notable number of iconic photographs from the Vietnam War—the “Napalm
Girl,” the self-immolation of the monk Thich Quang Duc, the image of Mary Anne Vecchio
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kneeled over the body of a Kent State shooting victim. Technology was advancing, photography
had never been more accessible, more portable, and suddenly through the video camera, film was
another medium at journalists’ disposal. There were no censorship laws in journalism during the
Vietnam War, so it had even more of a presence in the psyches of American citizens than any
wars had previously—they could witness the action sitting in their living rooms. Because more
imagery and footage was released from this war, for the first time Americans were seeing an
exhaustive depiction of the events. The grungy, gruesome, unconventional side of war. The stuff
they all knew was happening but had never seen proof of. The ideal of war that Rosenthal’s
Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima helped perpetuate came crashing down with the nightly kill counts
televised across the nation.
This war was publicized like no other before, and it was also one of the first wars of its
kind. In contrast with World War II, this war did not have as clear an enemy, or as clear a
frontline. Guerrilla tactics made it hard to decipher the enemy from the friend from the civilian.
The images that result from this war are also confusing and unprecedented. I choose to focus on
a photograph taken by American photographer Eddie Adams of South Vietnamese Brigadier
General Nguyen Ngoc Loan executing Nguyen Van Lem, a suspected Viet Cong officer (Figure
8). The image is as brutal as they come; it seems as if Adams has captured the exact moment in
which the bullet punctures Van Lem’s head. We see the recoil on his face, through his body. This
is the moment between life and death, before his handcuffed body hits the ground. It is no
wonder that this image also won a Pulitzer Prize.30
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But what culpability do Americans have in this instance? Adams is the American
spectator, his presence at this moment is exemplary of all of our collective looking at this
photograph. How does his presence alter the narrative? General Loan performed this execution to
set an example, and relied on American publications for his actions to circulate. This execution
happened, at least in the way that it did, because Adams was there. The result of the image was
shock, and outrage, and many of the expected emotions when looking at violence such as this.
But it also stirred political activism, not feelings of paralyzation, or moral inadequacy. This
image, as well as the other iconic photographs from this war, illuminated an element of the truth
that had been hidden from American citizens in regards to this conflict. Contrary to popular
thought, the atrocity of this image was not paralyzing but instead was the inciting factor for
productive thinking and action about the Vietnam War.
These images are no longer beautiful. As photographs of war become more explicit in
their depiction of suffering, they lose their sense of aesthetic vitality. Instead, they become
wholly about their content—still incredible, but not beautiful. It is not coincidental that these
images also result from wars happening in foreign, non-white countries. As Susan Sontag
explains, “The more remote or exotic the place, the more likely we are to have full frontal views
of the dead and dying.”31 This rings true for all of the famous photographs resulting from the
Vietnam War, and later wars in which America has interceded. This photograph is the exact
opposite of Rosenthal’s—it summarizes the brutality of war, along with American responsibility.
Eddie Adams has never forgiven himself for taking this photograph. He writes in a eulogy for
Times Magazine, “Two people died in that photograph … The general killed the Viet Cong; I
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killed the general with my camera.”32 Though this image was a catalyst for provoking protest of
the war, he is skeptical of the veracity people attribute to it. The violence of the image haunted
General Loan throughout the rest of his life; Adams hates his photograph because it only depicts
a single perspective of Loan’s actions—“they are only half-truths,” he writes.33

The Hooded Man, 2003
The “War on Terror” abstracts the language of war. The phrase is not explicit or
definitive, but instead nondescript and redundant. As photograph technology has continued to
evolve, specifically the development of digital photography, it seems that reality of conflict
should be getting more and more apparent—this is not the case. In 1982, the Marine Corps
introduced a report entitled “Television Coverage of the Vietnam War and its Implications for
Future Conflicts,” that detailed the influence of television on American perception of the war,
causing a rupture in motivation and therefore the loss of the war.34 “The unhappy conclusion was
not by a failure of American arms, but rather by a failure of American will,” Major Cass D.
Howell writes.35 He cautions to revise journalist policies so as to not repeat mistakes once
more—but if for the first time the American public was seeing conflict in its most explicit form,
and they decided they didn’t want to be involved, is that really a mistake? Or does the mistake
come from getting involved in conflict in the first place?
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The U.S. took a conservative stance on censorship post-Vietnam War in the name of
protecting the American public, and as a result the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq were a sidelined
aspect of American life. Because conscription had ended, a greater number of the population
were able to escape the traumas of war. Remarkably, a majority of the powerful people who
made the decisions to go to war never had to face the realities themselves. There was less at
stake—and what was at stake we couldn’t see. Until the Abu Ghraib photographs were released.
Amnesty International called for investigation of allegations of abuse and torture at Abu
Ghraib prison in 2003; the scandal did not become a part of mainstream conversation until 2004,
when 60 Minutes II broadcasted a story on the abuse, including the now infamous pictures.36 As
stated earlier, the “War on Terror,” for American citizens is more an abstracted idea instead of a
severe reality. The photographs taken by American guards at the Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq
changed this, they highlighted the cruelty of war in sharp relief. The most recognizable image is
one already discussed in relation to Josh Azzarella’s work, The Hooded Man (Figure 9). A
detainee, later discovered to be a man named Abdou Hussain Saad Faleh, is shrouded in a black
cloth, with a hood covering his face. He stands barefoot on a cardboard box, arms outstretched.
Wires run from the tips of his fingers to underneath the cape-like covering, underneath the hood
assumably attaching somewhere on his face, and running up the wall behind him, attached at
some electrical unit outside of the frame. To the right of the image, we see an American soldier
holding a digital camera—not the camera that procured this photograph—exemplifying the
casuality of documentating this torture for the perpetrators.
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The iconography of this image is overwhelming—his stance recalls Christ on the cross,
the hood and robes recall imagery of the Ku Klux Klan. It can be assumed that the American
soldiers committing this torture were unaware of these similaries at the time the photographs
were made, but in retrospect these symbols seem to speak to unconscious desires of the
photographers. Another image that I won’t reproduce depicts another detainee in a similar
stance, though not perched on a cardboard box and attached to wires—instead he is stripped
completely naked with human excrement and feces smeared all of his face, body, and genitals
(this image can be found via Google Search). The Hooded Man is the least explicit of the Abu
Ghraib photographs; it only alludes to the copious, inhumane instances of torture, sexual abuse,
and murder that occured within those prison walls, performed by U.S. soldiers. These images are
a continuation of violence against people of color, the history of which defines American
identity. These images show, from the perspective of the photographers (who are American
soldiers), the degradation of those who are subhuman, animalistic; undeserving of basic human
rights. The image I reproduce is not one that explicitly subjugates the bodies of the detainees,
that perpetuates the abuse suffered. Of course, this is an imperfect solution, The Hooded Man
still exudes horrible reality of torture—but where should we draw the line of “this is too much?”
General Loan was conscious of Adams’ camera when he executed Nguyen Van Lem;
were these acts of torture also performed for the ditigal cameras of U.S. soldiers? The thumbs up
of Lynndie England, Sabrina Harman, and Charles Graner, seen in countless images within the
Abu Ghraib collection, point to yes. With how prolific torture is in these images, there is no
doubt that torture still would have occurred without a camera present. But the camera altered the
torture that was performed. And without the camera, the “scandal” wouldn’t exist, we would not
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have known about the horrible acts against humanity committed by soldiers that American
citizens are instructed to support. The fact that these images were ever seen by the public is
accidental—they don’t perpetuate the myth of war that censorship hopes to preserve—instead
they are undoctored and authentic in their terror. Martha Rosler notes, “while trophy photos has
long been a part of US soldiers’ mementos, the sheer volume and dissemination, the
instantaneity, marks a new moment in their use.”37 Rosler describes how photography is
becoming more terrifying as it advances in technology, in its ubiquitousness. Its accessibility, its
casuality is also its greatest weapon.
Looking at these photographs is very hard, and writing about them is even harder. I
constantly return to the question of responsibility. As Americans, what responsibility do we have
to look at these horrible images? What do we learn from looking? What truth is being told to us?
Also, again, when is it all too much? I looked to Susie Linfield to help me answer these
questions, and she explained that they are not just political questions, but also personal. “Every
American, I would argue, is obliged to look, and think about, the Abu Ghraib photographs: these
tortures were committed by an American army in an American war launched by American
leaders. We need to feel in our guts, and think carefully about what these images show (and what
they don’t); we do not have the option of ignoring, denying, or disowning them.”38
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PROCESS

My artistic practice is closely intertwined with the process of making; in the creation of
this body of work I employ three different historic processes ranging in medium to produce
completely original print objects, which ironically juxtaposes my use of appropriated imagery.
Toying with Walter Benjamin’s concept of mechanical reproducibility, all of these processes are
laborious and idiosyncratic. In my making of multiples, there are always
inconsistencies—recalling the varying and nuanced ways each one of us approaches the four
iconic photographs I have selected as subject matter. I choose these processes over more efficient
alternatives due to their peculiarity, and also because it allows me to have full control over the
tactility of the final product.
The first of these processes is papermaking using abaca fiber, a strong material that, when
beaten for hours, becomes very fine and porous, making a thin, translucent sheet of paper when
dry. The process is methodical and meditative, but has overt references to violence in the
repetitive beating and application of pressure throughout the entire duration. Papermaking breaks
whole things apart into miniscule fragments, just to assemble back into whole things with a
different outward appearance. A similar metaphor can be made with how time is segmented in
photography, as well. This process holds significance to me when thinking about the effects of
war, also when considering that my method of making paper utilizes European tools with an
Eastern Asian material. There is something about the tearing apart to bring together through
violence that I think speaks to a higher ideology upheld by the American government.
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I choose abaca fibers over alternatives because of its specific material quality. Its
porousness makes it one of the more challenging fibers to work with; most often finished sheets
have demarcations of air bubbles, or clumps of fiber, or discoloration from the surface on which
it’s made. This makes each sheet individualistic, though the process is completed in bulk. The
delicate translucency of the fiber has skin like qualities, referencing the human body as well as
ancient vellum—but also allows for printing to be double sided, which becomes important in the
latter processes. Abaca has been cultivated throughout history because of its strength, utilized for
a variety of products such as bank notes and tea bags. I appreciate the dichotomy of a fragile
paper that can withstand great pressure. Additionally, the sound that the paper makes is
mesmerizing; it trembles and snaps as if it has some vitality.
The next process is twofold: I manipulate my chosen photographs in Photoshop, then
print them using the historic salted paper process onto the sheets of abaca paper. Photoshop
manipulation, the most contemporary component of my art practice, centers on my intuitive
reactions to the photographs. I create multiple versions of the photographs, varying which details
I save versus erase on each version. Though I make these decisions based on my own experience
with these images, the varying details saved or erased is emblematic of the varying experiences
of a multitude of people. Take the Saigon execution image from Vietnam for instance; some
individuals may focus on the way Loan’s arm is still tensed up from the pressure of pulling the
trigger, others may be transfixed with the expression on Lem’s face. During the process of
erasure, I magnify the image in order to keep my lines precise, ultimately spending a lot of time
looking at the elements of the photograph abstracted into shapes and shades of gray. I eliminate
the semblance of background or landscape in these manipulations to isolate the poignant element
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I’ve decided to focus on and abstract the figure from its contextual surroundings. All of these
decisions symbolize different theoretical characteristics of photography as a medium; my process
becomes a ritual that is emblematic of those characteristics. When finished, I print copies of
these images as negatives to be used in the salted paper process.
William Henry Fox Talbot invented salted paper printing, for the purpose of “photogenic
drawing,” which was the first negative-positive photographic process, allowing the possibility of
multiple prints from a single negative.39 This process was quickly eclipsed by calotype, albumen,
and collodion processes—it was only actively used for about five years in the 1830s.40 Because
the medium has constantly been evolving and advancing since its invention, we are conditioned
to always expect more from photography. In revisiting the oldest negative printing format I
provide a space for photography to be no more or less than what it provides—this process recalls
a time in which the photographic image is both a simple and marvelous thing. Opting for this
fallible, laborious process pays homage to the trajectory of photographic development, while also
being an apt choice as the content of my body of work deals with a survey of historic
photographs.
The chemicals used in salt printing are understated; salt water sensitizer and Silver
Nitrate are all that’s needed to make the image. I paint these substances on the abaca before
exposing the paper to my prepared digital negatives, then they are developed in water and fixed
in hypo—Sodium Thiosulfate. The abaca is in its most delicate state when wet; it’s crucial that I
am very attentive as it is all too easy to tear the paper during the developing process. This
provides a space for me to consider the delicacy of the content of the images. My care of the
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Getty Conservation Institute, 2013), 4.
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physical objects is a manifestation of the emotion the photographs evoke in me, and probably in
other viewers as well. The result is a warmed toned image with hues varying from deep brown to
subtle purple. The time-consuming simplicity of this process is, like papermaking, very
meditative and contemplative. It prepares me for the next stage of my practice.
In preparation for making my etchings I study my chosen photographs once more. As I
look at the images, I draw my impression of the composition, the posture of the individuals, my
interpretation of the happening onto a copper plate. I make multiple renditions of these drawings
on the same plate, creating a palimpsest of drawn line and interpretation. I attempt to imagine the
events as they are happening in front of me, using gestural linework to try and capture the
implied movement of the static images. I look at other photographs from the same event, I read
up on the historical context of the images.
It is important that in my etchings I capture the impression of the photograph itself, but in
my imagined, fabricated experience I have a larger lexicon to draw from. In doing this, I am
actively contemplating the troubling content of the photographs, trying to place myself in the
midst of the violence so as to understand what was occurring. I focus on my intuitive emotional
reactions, the reactions that we tend to suppress, and do my best to transfer these reactions onto
the copper plate through my drawn line. Of course, this practice is futile; I can never fully
understand or experience the events of my chosen images, but it is the intentional attempt that
engages me with the photograph more so than if I were to simply look. Again, this process
provides a space of contemplation in which I can be critical of myself, in my responses to the
image and what I learn from my interpretation, and of my American citizenship, in learning
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about the history of the events the photographs capture and what responsibilities come from
being a part of this collective.
Etching and engraving was the precursor to the mechanical reproducibility that Walter
Benjamin discusses—it was the very first democratic medium (even more so than
writing—etchings could tell a story through imagery, so those not privileged with the
opportunity to learn to read could still respond to etchings), it was the first art form accessible to
almost everyone, due to the magic of the matrix and the printing press. Innumerable copies of a
drawing can be produced and dispersed, marrying the rift between Fine Art and reproducible
modes of artmaking. There is something concrete about a matrix that is lost when simply
drawing with graphite or charcoal. It speaks to the nature of the events I’m reimagining and how
this practice will stay with me for longer than the duration of the print itself. The etching process
is a way for my hand to be an active participant in my experience of the photographs; in a way I
attempt to take the burden of the images through interpretation, all the while still maintaining the
permanence and comprehension of reproducibility.
The etching process, like papermaking, also has overt references to violence. Ferric
chloride acid eats away at my drawn line, etching it into the precious metal. To print the plate I
must aggressively wipe the visceral ink off the surface of the plate, then send it through the press
in which pounds of pressure are applied to push the paper into the inked grooves of the copper.
The result is contradictory to the physicality of the process, dainty lines interceding one another.
I print the etchings on the backside of the photographs, and they too are visible from both sides.
This elevates the prints from being exclusively appropriation art to a creation as well—a
manifestation of my imagined experience of the photographs, a partial abstraction, partial
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illumination that intends to open a space for the viewer to contemplate the familiar photographs
and themselves in relation to those events. Examples of these prints can be seen in Figures 10,
11, 12, and 13.
The culmination of my processes results in a multidimensional object intended to
document my personal exploration of the four images I selected. The impressions documented
are my own, so they are inevitably flawed; I cannot accurately interpret these experiences, so it is
impossible for me to achieve the task I have set out for myself. This speaks to the fallible
properties of photography as an art form, but also demonstrates the possibility of productive
learning through a futile art practice. In completing this body of work and preparing for this
thesis, I have noticed a distinct change in myself—I not only am more aware of the history of
conflict within our country, and can interpret the effects of those conflicts in today's society, but
now, I have greater inclination to learn more. I wish for the audience of this body of work to
have a similar reaction.
As the prints are double sided, I want this body of work to be off of the gallery wall and
for the viewer to be able to interact with it in a three dimensional sense. I worked in editions
based on the photographs I chose, making a series of ten prints regarding each photograph. I
choose to suspend these prints stacked in a column from the gallery ceiling using a thin copper
jewelry chain that evokes the violence of the images without being too overpowering. The
column begins just below eye level and recedes almost to the top of the ceiling, creating a
monumental, out of reach feeling that captures the important futility of the practice.
There are four columns in total, one for each photograph, and they are arranged in a loose
circle (at four points), creating space within the gallery for the viewer to move around the work.
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By spacing them this way, my intention is for the viewer to spend moments contemplating each
event in themselves without pressure of comparing the events to one another or being forced to
interpret the chronology of the sequencing. Instead, the pillars are confrontational in their own
right, mentally and physically insurmountable. They are larger than life, but made up of letter
sized parts, illustrating the partiality of the image, the fragmented abstraction that occurs each
time we look, and the repetition of how the images have been shared throughout history.
I have thought a lot about the aesthetic quality of my work, how these prints can be
conceived as beautiful objects while the content matter is violent and disturbing and very much
not beautiful. This is an ethical qualm I still struggle with—I believe there are productive reasons
why the beauty works but I can also understand that the beauty in some ways minimizes the
brutality of the original photograph. As someone who has not experienced these events, I cannot
say whether or not there is some beauty in trauma—but I think there are beautiful qualities to be
found in these photographs. One of the nuances of photography is that it is fallible as a
truth-capturer, in all the ways that images are composed and edited. While there may be no
beauty in trauma, there is beauty in photography. Finding beauty within these images makes
them more accessible to the audience. My alterations made a familiar image unfamiliar, at least
at first, and that too allows viewers a new point of access to the photograph. The beauty
distances the viewer from the trauma of the event itself, so that they may, possible for the first
time, allow themselves to contemplate what the photograph means. The time and labor that goes
into making these objects, of which beauty is a byproduct, symbolizes the importance of their
existence, elevating the photographs to a higher power than if we were to see them via our phone
or computer screens—the way we typically view documentary photographs now.
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CONCLUSION

While I consider this body of work complete in this edition, I am not finished with the
artistic practice I have honed over the course of this project. The critical tools I have gained
through executing this research and creating this body of work will stay with me as I continue to
move throughout the world and experience history as it is happening. Although this project was
one of personal exploration, my intention for the viewer of my work is to reconsider their
memories of these events—to think about them as fragmented, fabricated, falsified. I wish for
them to consider photography in their own lives: how they utilize it, how it alters their
perception. I also hope that this work stays with them as a critique of war and violence, that they
consider the historical location America is currently situated in. What stories are missing from
our colloquial conversation? This thesis began with an epigraph by W.G. Sebald, explaining that
representations of history are falsifications of perspective—that we can look at representations
and still not understand the events they depict. I do not know if we can ever understand anything
we experience through a representation. But there is a difference between understanding and
learning. The way I have learned is through making, creating physical somethings that didn’t
exist before. I do not understand these photographs more than I did at the start of this
process—but I have learned a great deal from them.
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Fig. 3, Wall, Jeff, Dead Troops Talk (A vision after an ambush of a Red Army patrol,
near Moqor, Afghanistan, winter 1986), Cinematographic photograph, 1992, (Tate),
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/exhibition/jeff-wall/jeff-wall-room-guide/j
eff-wall-room-guide-room-8.

Fig. 4, Azzarella, Josh, Untitled #13 (AHSF), Digital c-print, 2006,
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Fig. 5, Azzarella, Josh, Untitled #25 (Iwo Jima), Digital c-print, 2006,
http://www.joshazzarella.com/works-1-1/pdbjh69f5l15ln8no5e52sl0zd6cc1.

Fig. 6, Gardner, Alexander, Gathered together for burial after the Battle of Antietam,
Wet collodion negative, 1862, (Library of Congress),
https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2018666242/.
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Fig. 7, Rosenthal, Joe, Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima, Photograph, 1945,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raising_the_Flag_on_Iwo_Jima#/media/File:Raising_the_F
lag_on_Iwo_Jima,_larger_-_edit1.jpg.

Fig. 8, Adams, Eddie, Saigon Execution, Photograph, 1968, (Associated Press),
https://apnews.com/63cb7a881716452091e837a34b277ea8
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Fig. 9, Frederick, Sgt. Ivan, The Hooded Man, Photograph, 2003,
http://100photos.time.com/photos/sergeant-ivan-frederick-hooded-man

Fig. 10, Meurer, Cassidy, Gathered together for burial after the Battle of Antietam,
Abaca, salt print, etching, 2019.
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Fig. 11, Meurer, Cassidy, Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima, Abaca, salt print, etching, 2019.

Fig. 12, Meurer, Cassidy, Saigon Execution, Abaca, salt print, etching, 2019.

Fig. 13, Meurer, Cassidy, The Hooded Man, Abaca, salt print, etching, 2019.
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